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Wages are intimated for two of these same groups, the Bontoc and Achinese, as well as for the Tinguian. Among the Subanun, Muruts, Ibans, Duhoi, Angami Nagas, Ao Nagas, and the Tanala of Madagascar, we find that cultivation is carried on "with the assistance of neighbors," "by friends and kindred," or "by groups of relatives." Assistance procured by providing a feast is reported for the Achinese, the Angami Nagas, and is intimated for the Bontoc Igorot. Two groups, the Sakai and the Moi, are reported to be communistic in the development of their fields, and such is also stated for the Muruts. Only one report can be said to be anything more than suggestive-that of Mr Hutton on the Sema Nagas, where one obtains a rather good picture of the "gangs" upon which the cultivation of the fields largely depends.5
The following section attempts to supply some of the details of the general tillage pattern and the labor organization involved, based upon information secured by the writer in 1929 during a three months visit' to the Siang Dyaks of central Borneo, during July, August, and September, the time of year devoted to the clearing of the jungle for ricefield plots.
II
The Siang people of central Borneo occupy a fan-shaped sector spreading northward from Poeroek Tjahoe on the upper Barito River in longitude 114'20'-114040' East, all within less than one degree of latitude south of the equator. There are approximately 2500 adults scattered in some fifty small villages over an area not exceeding four or five hundred square miles. The country is quite hilly or mountainous, covered with thick jungle growth, and traversed by numerous small mountain streams which flow either north or east to the Laoeng, or south to the larger Barito. It is along the smaller streams, many of them not navigable even in the small prahus of the Dyaks, that most of the Siang villages are found.
Culturally these people resemble the other Indonesian, or non-Malay, non-Mohammedan peoples of Borneo. Each village consists usually of one I It is at once apparent that but a few of the many so-called Indonesian peoples-slightly more than a dozen-are mentioned in the preceding summary. This does not mean that the writer has neglected the reports on other groups, but that these reports fail to contain even a reference to the labor employed in the fields, and the mere enumeration of them is pointless. 6 The writer was attached at the time to the All-American Mohawk Malaysian Expedition, under the leadership of Theodore Seelmann, and financed by the All-American Mohawk Radio Corporation of Chicago. To this company and to Mr Seelmann the writer is indebted for the opportunity afforded him to gather the information here presented. Most of the observations were made at the village of Nono Kliwon on the Toepoeh river, an average Siang village of eighteen families two days by trail from the Dutch outpost at Poeroek Tjahoe. long house, raised ten to twenty feet off the ground on hardwood piles and divided lengthwise through the center, the rear half being again divided into the family rooms and the front half left undivided to form a long hall or balcony. Each village has a head man, or pumbakal, who is chosen by the adult men of the village with Dutch approval and whose official acts usually reflect the sentiment of the men gathered in informal council. There is no intervillage organization, though chiefs of certain villages are recognized as having more power in Siangland than others.
The family is the basic unit of the social organization, kinship is the most important social and economic tie, but a clan or gens organization is unknown. Marriage is customarily, though not necessarily, extra-village, is matrilocal and usually monogamous. Sickness and disease are caused by the presence in the body of the sick person of certain malignant spirits, in the casting out of which the services of medicine men, or blians, are employed. After death a soul does not return to its accustomed resting place until after the death feast, or tiwah, is given by the surviving members of the family. This may occur a year or more after the death, and is a time of drinking and promiscuity into which nearly everyone enters. The rice wine is also drunk to excess on other festive occasions. Head-hunting, though once important, is no longer indulged in.
Rice and wild pig are the main articles of the diet, supplemented from time to time by fish, jungle fruit, roots, honey. The wild pig is hunted with dogs and spears, and though the blowpipe and poison dart are utilized to some extent, the spear is the main hunting weapon. Large knives, known as mandaus or parangs, are used for cutting underbrush and cleaning game, as well as for much household work. Small axes and adzes of iron, hafted to a springy root or piece of rattan, are used for cutting the big trees. Ironworking, using the double-cylinder forge, is well developed.
The above will suffice to place the Siangs in the general Indonesian picture. Let us turn now more directly to the subsistence life. Almost the entire life of these people is concerned with wresting a living from the jungle, hunting the birds and animals, collecting fruits and vegetables, or clearing the land to provide space and sunshine for the cultivation of their main crop, rice. The hardest and most important of these activities from the point of view of the effort expended, though not from the amount of time each year devoted to it, is the clearing of the jungle land for cultivation.
The amount of land available for cultivation is practically unlimited, though the people of each village rather definitely regard the land surrounding it as belonging to the men of that village for purposes of cultivation. Individually, however, they do not regard themselves as having anything The first problem that the Dyak faces in his cultivation is the choosing of a site, usually done at the end of harvesting in April or May, or before the beginning of the dry season in June or July.8 The site of the previous year is considered: if the soil appears not to have been exhausted, if a good crop has been realized the year before, and if the grass and weeds have not overrun the place, this site may be used again.9 If last year's plot seems undesirable, those previously used but which have lain idle for three, five, ten or more years, are considered. The roots and stumps and partially burned timber from the previous clearing may have rotted and fertilized the soil; many of the rocks may also have been cleared away previously. Such a plot also has the advantage that the new growth of trees will not have attained such size as that in the undisturbed jungle.10
If no old site is considered suitable, a new piece of jungle must be cleared. In choosing this site attention is paid to the size of the trees to be felled, to the quality of the soil, the scarcity of rocks and roots, its distance from the village, the availability of water for domestic purposes. If the roots are many and very large, rice planted among them is likely to be stunted. If the trees are very large ones, after felling they will require con-'By planting javau, vegetables, or perhaps rubber, or by simple announcement of his retention of an interest in the plot. 8 The dry season in the interior of Borneo is not as distinctly marked as in many other parts of the archipelago. From late June until October there was some rain on every day except eight which the writer spent in the region. The rainy season proper, however, usually begins in October, becomes heaviest during the months of December, January, and February, and tapers off again into comparative dryness in April or May.
9 Such is infrequent, however, and only two last year's sites were being used again at the village of Nono Kliwon during the writer's visit. Two other last year's fields were being devoted to secondary crops.
10 At Nono Kliwon the chief's present ricefield site was last used six years before, when he himself had a crop there. The trees were about eight to ten inches in diameter and there was not much grass or underbrush to be cleared. Of eighteen fields being cultivated around Nono Kliwon, two were fields used the previous year, five were fields that had been used five to ten years before, and ten were in previously uncleared jungle. siderable time to dry out sufficiently to burn. A slightly sloping or level piece of ground is more desirable than a steep one; it is essential also to stay away from too high or too greatly exposed ground, for the winds in January or February are often strong enough to knock down the rice plants if they are in an unprotected location.
The site having been chosen, the first work is the clearing of the underbrush, creepers, grass, and small trees. After these have been cut, the debris is allowed to dry out thoroughly-a few days being sufficient-before the larger trees are felled upon it. Then the larger trees are attacked with the small axes, partially cut through until the top or the edge of the clearing is reached, when the peripheral trees are completely felled as previously described (see page 78). Of course, such method of felling does not perfectly nor completely clear a plot, and a good bit of hard work still must be done felling those trees which have withstood the avalanche of the first felling.
After the trees are down many of the larger branches still extend high into the air, and these must be cut off in order to allow for more complete burning. This leveling process, known as mehera, is almost as strenuous work as felling the trees originally. After the leveling the trees are allowed to dry out and the plot is burned, on a windy day if possible. A second burning may or may not be necessary. The fields are usually ready for planting by the middle of October.
Each family, that is, a man, his wife, and their unmarried children, has its own ricefield. The fields are not necessarily located in the same general region, nor in the same direction from the village, though in former years when head-hunting and raiding parties had constantly to be taken into consideration, it was usual for all the fields to be very close together if not actually adjoining. At present, two or more families, sometimes as many as ten or twelve, often go together in the preparation of the same area, cooperating through all the different stages of felling the trees, burning, planting, watching, and harvesting." If sufficient good land is available in one location, it is desirable to join together in cultivating it; for though head-hunting and raids no longer give the people much concern, joint cultivation supplies a companionship and economic advantage that is very several fields together, it is not likely that the animal pests will ruin any particular crop completely, but rather will injure all partially, whereas if a man is alone the pests may clear out his entire field. But it is not always possible to join together. There may not be sufficient good ground in one place for all to get a good crop, or there may be different opinions as to the best locations for the year, or there may be individuals, as there were at Nono Kliwon, who prefer to work their plots by themselves. When, however, several do join together in the selection of a site, each family has a particular portion which is its own, the boundaries of the plot being approximately determined at the time of selection of the site and more definitely located' during the time of felling. It is usual to leave certain small trees standing as markers to define the boundaries of plots.
Occasionally there is a dispute over boundaries, due to failure to mark the trees which define the intended plot, or in straightening out the edge of a plot, after felling, one man's markers may encroach upon ground already included within another man's line of trees. Every case that was brought to my attention at Nono Kliwon was said to be unintentional and was easily adjusted between the parties.12 Infrequently the dispute cannot be settled by the parties to it, in which case it is carried to the headman of the village whose decision in the matter, sometimes with, sometimes without the aid of the older men, is abided by.
The amount of time necessary for clearing the jungle varies considerably from one plot to another, dependent upon whether an old plot is being used or new ground has to be cleared. If a last year's plot is made use of, there is usually nothing but a small growth of grass and trees to be cleared, which can be accomplished in a few days' time without a great expenditure of effort. A field with somewhat larger growth may require three weeks or a month for cutting, while a plot in previously unused jungle, with big trees to fell, requires six, seven, or eight weeks to prepare for burning.'3 12 However, one morning at Marowei, a Siang village to the north, one of the grown daughters of the family in which the writer was living came in sobbing, complaining that the man felling trees on the plot adjoining hers had put his mark on a tree on her piece of ground and claimed a small piece of land which she herself had cleared. Though the contested piece was but ten yards square, there was haggling for three days before it was settled, the man finally taking the disputed sector and agreeing to help the girl fell more trees on her plot, which he did. 13 Aboen, who was working among the big trees, spent seven weeks on his field when his foot was badly injured by a falling tree and he was forced to leave off work. He was then within a week of completion. Others who had already finished their felling took it upon themselves to finish Aboen's field for him, expecting no remuneration therefor.
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When one visits a ricefield in the making, it is not unusual to find five or ten or even twenty or more people working on the same plot. This may be accounted for by either one or another of two methods commonly employed by the Siangs in working their fields. More frequently it is due to a well recognized system of labor exchange, known as hando. Usually by previous arrangement, but often not until the clearing is underway, several of the heads of families will club together for the purposes of joining their combined efforts in developing their fields. If ten men thus agree, they will all work one day in one field, the next day in another, and so on around until in an ideal case at the end of ten working days a man will have worked nine days on others' fields but will have the services of ten men for one day on his plot. Usually one day only is spent on any one field at one time, thus insuring that all fields will near completion at approximately the same time and that everyone in the hando arrangement will have approximately the same amount of cleared land for planting when the rains come. If the hando agreement includes only those families which have their plots adjoining, the same group may be seen working in the same area day after day, but hando may be entered into with others whose fields are not adjoining, and the people actually working in any particular plot do not furnish any conclusive evidence as to the ownership of the area. After a man has returned service for all services rendered him, if such has not finished his clearing, he may proceed alone, or may enter into hando with others. Nor need a man necessarily hando: he may prefer, and often such is the case,'4 to work his field by himself, assisted only by the members of his family.
In this system of labor exchange, no clear-cut evaluation of a particular individual's services is made. Work performed by a man may be returned in services of one of the older boys of the family or even the man's wife, and though this may result in some inequality in the amount of assistance secured, it is "against Dyak custom to complain." If not satisfactory a man can decline to hando another year or can enter into combinations with other families.
In hando each man is supposed to provide his own food, but in practice this most frequently works out that the ones who are assisting on any particular day take their morning and evening meals in their own homes, but the owner of the ricefield where the work is being done furnishes at noon a 14 Aboen was working his field by himself, assisted only by his wife and sister-in-law. His objection to hando was that he always got very poor assistance in return for his own hard work on someone's else field. Pladong and Odoh also worked their fields without hando, saying they could do much better alone; both have grown children, unmarried, who assist them.
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meal consisting of boiled rice and perhaps a little dry or salt fish or wild pig. Occasionally the workers leave for the field as soon as it is light in the morning, when breakfast is served to them in the field house by the owner of the field, the women usually accompanying the men to the fields to prepare the meal or meals. Besides this exchange of a day's labor for a day's labor, a second means exists for obtaining help with ricefield cultivation. This other practice is known as haweh and is carefully distinguished from the exchange system of hando. Here a man who does not wish to return services for help rendered informally announces that on such a day he will have haweh at his ricefield and invites all those who are so disposed to come and assist him. Such services as are rendered him on that day need not be returned by him, but it is expected of him that he give a feast, or at least something more than the customary boiled rice and fish, during the day. It is a festive workgathering, not unlike a Western corn-husking or barn-raising, and the owner of the field provides not only breakfast for all those who come, but at noon, in addition to bare necessities, provides pig or chicken, and usually tuak, the native rice wine. If the tuak is plentiful the working party may turn into a drunken rout before the day is ended, and probably very little work will be accomplished after the midday meal.15 The amount of work performed on such days, at least after the midday feast, usually is in rough inverse proportion to the amount of tuak available; but since a man's standing in the community and the success of his festive services are somewhat dependent upon his liberality at haweh times, it is incumbent upon him to provide rather generously for all who come to work. As the owner of one field at which haweh was being made said, "If I do not furnish plenty to eat and drink, I will become known as stingy, and people will not come to help at another time."
Haweh, of course, is not as reliable a method of procuring services as the direct exchange of labor, but on the whole considerable work can be accomplished in this manner, and with much less effort on the part of the owner than in hando. It is, of course, a practice which can be resorted to more frequently by the well-to-do-those who have a supply of rice, pigs, 15 At one haweh which the writer attended, all the men worked hard until noon felling trees, but at the midday meal nearly all drank too much and no more work was accomplished. The owner of the field did not complain. It was at this drunken party that the writer witnessed one of the very few quarrels which came to his notice during the visit. Pladong, one of the older men of the village, smeared pig oil into Koembit's hair during a bit of horseplay. Koembit, well past fifty himself, and regarded as the richest man in the village, resented it. He spent most of the evening in the writer's quarters telling what "bad manners" Pladong had. chickens, and tuak-and it is a difficult thing for a poor man to secure assistance in this way. But if a poor man is able, by loan or otherwise, to secure the necessary food and drink for a feast, he is as much entitled to haweh as the richest man in the village, and usually secures as much labor return, oftentimes more, than the well-to-do owner. Haweh is utilized particularly by those who, for some such reason as sickness or enforced absence from the village, have been delayed in the clearing of their plots; then feast labor may accomplish much in a short time. Or it may be that a man will let his clearing drag along until all the others have finished their work; then there being no work to perform for the others on an exchange basis resort can be made to haweh if the man cannot accomplish the work by himself.
The two methods of procuring assistance described in the preceding paragraphs, and which we may well designate for convenience "exchange" labor and "feast" labor, are not restricted to the clearing of the fields but are utilized as well during burning, planting, watching, and harvesting. Both methods are also resorted to for other purposes than cultivation. When a man needs help in bringing in a prahu (dug-out canoe) or a torah (large memorial pillar) from the jungle, or in building a house, or in shaping a coffin, or preparing a grave, he may seek assistance from his friends and relatives, repaying the services in kind when the necessity for them arises, or with a feast which may be held at the time the services are rendered or at some future date.
The employment of others on a payment basis is not unknown among the Siangs, and although money or any other standardized medium is not found, payment in commodities or by "shares" is occasional. If during the preparation of a joint field, a man becomes ill, he may employ some one else not in the working partnership to work for him, paying him in rice or other commodity. And if he cannot employ others to work for him, his coworkers in the field must help finish his plot as well as their own, the man who is so helped being expected to repay later either a part of his harvested crop or by extra labor when he is able. If a man has an individual plot and becomes ill, he may make an arrangement for some one to work his field for him, sharing one-third or two-thirds, depending upon the amount of work necessary to be done for him. Or it may be an agreement whereby at the time of harvest the man wh'o has assisted will harvest one day for himself, the next day for his friend, or, after all the rice is in, the harvest may be divided into two piles, one for each. But these methods of assistance are exceptional to the ordinary methods of exchange and feast labor. Occasionally help will be given unfortunate individuals by the other members of the village for which help no repayment of any kind is expected by the donors; AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST [N. S., 39, 1937 but such help is only tendered those whose misfortune has come through no misconduct on their own part and who are deserving of it. With this rather simple picture of the organization of labor before us, let us look more closely at its background. There are many things extraneous to the cultivation of the fields which must be taken into account in trying to understand or to describe the organization of effort which these people have achieved. The circumstances of life of any two individuals in the society are never identical; some men have large families to provide for; some have no family at all, or only a wife. The children of some are small and helpless and a constant drain upon the family provider; some have grown children who assist materially in the economic struggle; some who have been expecting to count upon the help of their children lose them through death or early marriage. Through marriage or through inheritance a man or woman may come into such estate that the economic pressures, though never entirely removed, may be greatly reduced. Family factors alone, not to mention individual variations of ability, ambition, energy, health, preclude a perfect reciprocity in the Siang system.
The man is considered as the head of the household, the room in the long house where he and his family reside is referred to as his, and it is expected of him that he will provide to the best of his ability the rice, wild game, and jungle produce, while the women will take care of the children, husk the rice, make mats, and do the cooking. It is unseemly for a woman to do the hardest kinds of work, to fell large trees, to hunt wild pig, or even to bring in a load of firewood; and a man who spends his entire time around the house to the neglect of his jungle work is guilty of a breach of responsibility.
Boys and girls, until they have reached the age of six or seven, are not required to work in the fields. Most of their time is spent in play, swimming, trivial household duties, meanwhile absorbing from their elders the ways of life and the traditions of their people. Quite early, however, they become accustomed to performing such services as can be entrusted to them: simple house work, minding the younger children, guarding the drying unhusked rice from the pigs and chickens, occasionally bringing water from the river or wood from the woodpile. When they are able to make their way along the jungle paths and to appreciate the jungle dangers, they are allowed to accompany their parents to the ricefields where they do such tasks around the ricefield house as they are able, gradually attaining such familiarity with the surrounding forest and the use of the knife that they are allowed to search for rattan or bamboo or other jungle products that may be useful in native crafts. The amount of direct labor, however, per-PROVINSE] RICEFIELD CULTIVATION AMONG THE DYAKS 89 formed by the children up to the age of nine or ten in the cultivation of the fields is relatively insignificant in the general labor problem.
After nine or ten, however, many of the children of both sexes have sufficient strength of body and facility with the native tools to assist materially in the clearing of the jungle underbrush and creepers, preliminary to the felling of the big trees. Their services can be utilized in collecting debris for burning, to some extent in planting, to a greater extent in watching and weeding, and at harvest time. A noticeable division of labor occurs very soon, and the boys are seen to devote more of their time to the men's work, the clearing of the fields, hunting, fishing, and the girls to the women's work of cooking, tending the children, pounding rice, or mat-making.
Not until the boys are fourteen or fifteen years of age are they considered able to take their places with the older men in felling the big trees, difficult as well as dangerous work. Until such time as they marry, usually three or four years later, their services are rendered to their father's field or other work in his family. Upon marriage the man leaves his father's house and takes up his residence in the village to which the girl belongs, or if the marriage has been in the same village, in the long house to which the girl belongs. A father, therefore, loses his son's help upon the son's marriage, and though the son then becomes a member of his wife's family, his residence with the father-in-law is not of great duration-seldom as long as a year-and the father-in-law does not benefit appreciably in the service rendered him.
It is expected of the newly married couple that they shall set up their own establishment, in the wife's village, as soon as they are able. When this is done, usually with the assistance of the two families concerned, the girl devotes her whole time to the new home, and if children do not come immediately, she assists her man in the ricefields as much as her household duties will permit. Though the division of labor.in the fields is not so rigidly drawn as to preclude a woman from helping in felling the big trees, or to preclude the man from assisting in preparing a meal, it is a serious reflection upon a man whose wife must work too hard in the fields. 16 A man's grown daughters, like the sons, while still unmarried, devote a considerable part of their time to the work in the fields and assist ma-16 Aboen's wife and sister-in-law, who helped Aboen in felling big trees, were very much ashamed to be forced to do such work. The wife also complained rather bitterly that she should have to carry in a load of firewood from the jungle. Aboen was by no means a lazy person, as reference to his record in the Appendix will show: he appeared to be one of those individuals who, despite the best intentions and tremendous effort, was frustrated by a lack of sound judgment and an undue share of misfortune. AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST [N. s., 39, 1937 terially in the family welfare and the economic status of the father. The services of these grown daughters can be and sometimes are exchanged, but the usual thing is for them to work only on their father's field. Women who have lost their husbands through death, desertion, or other cause, and who have not been successful in procuring another are oftentimes forced to cultivate their own plots by themselves. Of course, some of them are fortunate enough to have parents or brothers or other relatives to whom they can look for help, but when such is not the case they must engage in the hard work of clearing their own ground, usually confining themselves, however, to those areas which have been previously used and on which the growth has not yet attained any great size. On the whole, the women can swing an axe as effectively as the men. When they do cultivate their own plots," they may enter into hando arrangements with their friends and neighbors, and may, if not too poor, which they usually are, secure feast labor. If a woman is left with several small children and has no relatives upon whom she can call, she is usually assisted by the others in the village, through gifts of rice and wild pig or by help in the clearing of her field; at least until such time as the children have become old enough to help her.
With the exception of the children, who until they are married are cared for in their father's house and the old people who no longer are able to do hard work in the field, everyone must cultivate a field of some sort. The old men and women are cared for by their relatives, or these lacking, by friends and neighbors, and though no definite reciprocal obligations arise from the help extended to them, the old men ordinarily contribute a helpful share to the family existence by gathering and stripping rattan, sharpening tools, carving out boards and troughs, tending the children; the old women by weaving, cooking, tending the children, or such other small duties as devolve upon the stay-at-homes. With these exceptions no one is exempt from the necessity of making a ricefield, not even the medicine man or the chief.
Among the Siangs as among other peoples there are certain individuals who are shiftless, certain other ones who do not regard with any great circumspection their obligations either to their family or to their fellowworkers. These people here, as elsewhere, somehow get along. No one of them, however, or at least no one of them who has not learned to emulate the shrewd Malays and Chinese can be said to live entirely by his wits, and without occasionally devoting himself to real labor in the fields or in the jungle. The Siangs, as other Dyaks, are notorious for their hospitality and visitors from other villages are readily accepted and provided for, sometimes for considerable periods of time. But if a man after considerable time makes no attempt or offer to reciprocate in some way for the hospitality afforded him, he is asked to move on. The Siang territory is a small one, communication between the villages is frequent, so that a man's shiftless ways quite soon spread to all the long houses and that man's reception becomes gradually less and less hearty. No really deserving person who through sickness or other misfortune has come to difficulty will be permitted to suffer or starve among the Siangs, but an undeserving person is seldom tolerated longer than is necessary to find out what he is. deserved plaudits of anthropologists and economists alike. But one wonders, after reading The Argonauts of the Western Pacific how these Trobriand people actually live. That they are impelled to work and that they are kept at it is diligently demonstrated to us, but when and how do they do it and by whom is it done? After all, arm shells and bracelets do not satisfy at least one very important vital need. The unique Kula exchange, like the excrescent potlatch of the Northwest Coast, provides an incentive for work that is paralleled in our own society by many vain drives to industry and accumulation, but after all, these socio-psychological drives are not the description of the economic structure that arises from them. There is no reason to believe but what in every society that is a going concern there will be found some socially determined drives that keep people at work and that these urges in any particular culture will take on different forms. To point out the variety of these motivations is an interesting, romantic, perhaps even a useful procedure; but if ethnology is going to realize its full responsibility to economic theory it must present for the economists' use objective material that goes beyond these individual drives and reveals social and economic intercourse as a thing in its own right, capable of being studied and understood in terms of societal balance, stress, and integration. The purpose of the present paper is not the refutation of Dr Malinowski's socialized economic man, not an attempt to dispute the influence of magic and ritual in Melanesia and New Zealand, not a stricture upon the economic importance of ceremonial motivation. It has a different problem; that of describing the cooperative effort of a primitive group in the cultivation of its fields. It aims at presenting an apologetically meagre but what the writer believes a significant amount of data that will help to clothe the concept of social reciprocity in objective fact rather than in subjective impressionism. And incidental to that problem it will, the writer believes, appear that the organization of labor and production, despite its cooperative character, is not always or necessarily the complex and highly socialized phenomenon, shot through and through with magic and sustained by psychological drives of non-utilitarian nature which the two studies of Malinowski and Firth might lead us to think is the rule in primitive society.
It is easy enough to agree with the emphatic statements that self interest is not the only motivating force in native industry, and the rather self evident proposition that many other social, magical, and religious factors modify and condition this self interest. It is less easy, however, to agree when the influence of these other factors is so stressed as to give one the impression that self interest as a motivating factor in economic life plays PROVINSE] RICEFIELD CULTIVATION AMONG THE DYAKS 93 but a secondary role. The writer's experience in the field failed to disclose the overshadowing importance which has come to be attributed to these factors. Not, however, because they were neglected in the observation of the agricultural activity; in fact, an effort was made to see them and to note their possible conditioning effect. That they were not observed may be due to the short period of time covered by the observation, the unfamiliarity with the culture, or to the intellectual shortcomings of the observer; but the fact remains that the cooperative effort in cultivation herein described appeared to function under its own motive power to a much greater extent than it was motivated by external social and religious forces. In this fact resides the writer's justification for his separate treatment of the data. The chief, the smith, the medicine man, though their respective offices or callings gave them certain prestige in the community life, and somewhat reduced the effort in cultivation which they must put forth, were not relieved from work. They labored in the fields along with the others, their work dictated by their individual physical needs or the wants of their families. The wealthy, though their additional resources made it easier for them to live than was the case for some of the less well-to-do, were no more exempt from work in replenishing their rice bins than was the poorest individual in the village. Idlers idled at their own risk.
Restrictions and taboos, the paralyzing effect of which on the economic existence of primitive people has so often been noted, are not denied for the Dyaks. Many of them were told the writer and many pages of notebooks were covered with them. To cite but a few: at marriage, the couple is restricted from work for three days; on the death of a close relative no work may be performed for seven days; if the relative is a baby or small child the restriction is reduced to three days. But it was further noted that an occasional taboo on activity for three or four. or seven days is not at all a disastrous restriction in a society which does not regard leisure as an evil nor measure time as money; further it was noted that though these restrictions applied to "work," they did not preclude such male activities as hunting in the jungle, or collecting jungle produce, or doing odd jobs around the house, or such female activities as cooking, caring for the children, carrying water, all activities which have considerable importance in the round of economic life. And at the one death which occurred in the village during the writer's visit-that of a baby for which the traditional restriction from work is three days-the father repaired to his field the next day after the death, the breach of observance exciting no comment whatever in the village, causing no punishment to be meted out to him, and being explained AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST [N. S., 39, 1937 by the chief with the statement that "just now that family is very busy." Numerous as these taboos and restrictions may be, powerful as they may appear on paper, the facts of their existence seem to have been overworked and their effects on the economic life to have been overstated. Likewise omens. The flight and calls of numerous birds, the actions and cries of certain animals, the occurrence of certain natural phenomena, are all regarded as prophetic and ominous by these jungle people. But it is a fact that during the three months in which the writer lived the everyday life of these people, no journey was ever postponed, no ricefield was ever abandoned, no work was ever laid aside for any other reasons, either observed by him or given as an excuse by the natives themselves, than reasons of utility, personal disinclination, or inclement weather. Not only was no ricefield abandoned after being selected, but no native to whom the question was put could refer the writer to anyone who had ever abandoned his field on account of inauspicious omens. This is not to deny that these people do not consider themselves to be surrounded by a great spirit world, a world which for them contains many non-understandable agencies which can do many strange things. But this spirit world is of much greater importance to them in those phases of life which their limited knowledge precludes them from accounting for rationally-such phenomena as disease, sickness, birth, death, propagation-than it is concerned with the facts of their economic existence. True it is that when a man selects his field, omens are frequently consulted, that at planting time offerings are made to the spirits, and that at harvest a thanksgiving feast is held. But true it is also that a man selects his field not because the omens are right but because he sees in the plot chosen a suitable soil, an absence of stones and weeds and grass, the possibility of a fair crop, a possibility based not upon what the omens have said but upon his own past experiences with soil, weeds, and ricefields in general. Whatever help he can obtain from the unseen world of spirits in securing a good harvest by means of ceremonies and offerings he will gladly, hopefully, even fearfully put forth the effort to obtain, but he is neither so ignorant of the facts of life nor so oblivious of their practical operation as to believe that these spirits will fell the big trees in the jungle, or burn them, or plant his rice, protect it from the animals, weed it, and harvest it. Anyone who has watched a loin-clothed Dyak, armed with a small axe, attack a tree six feet in diameter and after an hour of perspiring labor, see him scurry for safety out of the way of the falling trunk, cannot come away from the scene with the feeling that here is a man whose every movement is regulated by some magical influence. Anyone who has seen one of them come home in the eve- It is, of course, often difficult to record with exactness in such large units as a day every activity an individual engages in every twenty-four hours. An hourly unit would furnish a much more exact picture, but the returns from such minute tabulation are probably incommensurate with the added effort required. This difficulty is not a very real one in a record of Dyak activity except with regard to those days on which the individual remains at home. It must be pointed out, there-20 Attention is invited to the records of the Appendix as a method of securing objective information on primitive economic activity. Such a record maintained over a long period of time for a large number of individuals, men, women, and children, would provide an excellent framework for the consideration of the life of a primitive community. Firth has called attention to the need of such records in the following words: "But as a note for the field-worker, it may be here remarked that a most valuable ethnographic document would be a diary of native work from day to day, extending over a long period of time--say a complete year. This would provide most useful data in regard to the organization of activity and the seasonal distribution of occupation" (Primitive Economics of the New Zealand Maori, p. 56). [N. s, 39, 1937 fore, that in the following records the designation "at home, resting," does not mean necessarily that the man on that day did not devote any of his time to any gainful occupation, but merely that the major portion of the day was spent in leisure; likewise, a man "at home, working," was not necessarily employed during all the hours he remained in the village.
The records are roughly accurate of the individual activity and are based not only upon the recorder's observation of what the man was doing but also upon what the man considered himself to be doing on the particular day. No attempt was made to begin the records until the observer had become well enough acquainted with the customary activities of the village and with the individuals selected to be able to keep the record by personal observation as well as on the testimony of the people themselves.
Several interesting things suggesting further investigation are brought out in the recapitulations. The chief of the village spent ten of the twenty-eight days hunting wild pig in the jungle, while Tatak, whose diet consisted in pork as much as did the chief's, did not hunt a single day, but spent double the amount of time the chief did in the ricefields. Almost a third of the time of the medicine man Seetak during the four-weeks period was devoted to ceremonials for the cure of the sick, yet for this he received no remuneration except one small gift of rice and on two occasions, when he performed at other villages, his meals. Medan spent eleven and one-half days at home resting but only two in the ricefields. This reflects not only the fact that Medan had his field on a plot that was used the previous year and hence the work was not so pressing, but also a certain streak of indolence which the writer observed in him.
Unfortunately, due to the abrupt termination of the investigation, the recapitulations were not made up until after the writer's departure from the field. Hence the many problems suggested by them could not be pursued further at the time. It would be especially interesting to have the records complete enough to demonstrate the actual working out of the labor exchange system among these people.
The record for Liwoei, the only female record obtained, is but a poor sample of the work performed by the women. Most of the women who, like Liwoei were without small children, spent much more time in the ricefields than did Liwoei, whose man was a very good worker. Those with small children were at home practically all the time, as were the old women. 
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